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issue, and place this information
in
the same conspicuous
location for
all
journals.
Our
“paste-up”
specialists also add the ISI” accession number which appears in an
oval to the left of the journal title.
These numbers greatly simplify the
ordering of tearsheets
through our
OATS”
service and the retrieval of
journals from our stacks.
I have great admiration
for the
skill involved in the variety of “’cut
and paste” tasks our artists perform. They routinely excise extralarge mastheads,
extensive
statements of journal sponsorship,
other
extraneous
text, and excess white
space to make better use of the
space in Current Contents.
It is
always amazing
to me how they
manage to keep the lines of information evenly spaced.

I have often used this space to exhort journal publishers and editors
to make their journals meet international standards of excellence. l-z
And, of course, their tables of contents are particularly
important
to
Current Contents”
. I’d now like to
acknowledge
here a group of journals that have,
in one way or
another, made significant changes.
By doing so, they have not only
made the production
of Current
Contents a little easier. They have
also
facilitated
scientific
communication.
If nothing else, their
own readers have benefited.
Current Contents is intentionally
be
simple.
This
designed
to
simplicity

hides

the

fact

that

far

in producing Current Contents than photographing
tables of contents.
For example, a
large staff of commercial
artists
enhances
every contents
page in
several ways. They add that line of
information
just below the journal
title which tells you the languages
used in its articles and abstracts.
The artists
also obtain
special,
computer-composed
volume, issue
number, and date elements for each
more
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is involved

However,
there are many journals whose formats present problems that defy remedy even by extensive
rearrangement.
graphic
These contents pages must be completely recomposed.
Naturally this
extra production
step adds to our
costs and may delay coverage by a
week
or more.
In some cases
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decomposition
is done manually on
a small photocomposition
machine.
Most often, however,
the contents
page is generated
by one of several
computer
programs which extracts
the information
from the master 1S1
data base, and then activates
a
phototypesetter.
Contents
pages
must be reset for many reasons.
The following categories
cover the
most commonly encountered
problems.
Non-English
Text. Almost every
contents page in Current Contenrs
appears completely
in English—no
matter what its original language.
Most publishers now realize that an
English contents page is essential if
non-English
language journals
are
to be noted by our readers. Thus it
is no longer a rarity to see two contents pages in each issue—one
in
English
and
the other
in the
language
of the journal.
Other
publishers
send us translations
of
their contents pages for use in Current Contents even though they do
not actually publish them in their
journals. But some journals do not
When
we
have
to
cooperate.
translate

the

journals,

significant

titles

in

so many journals fail to realize that
such formats are hard to scan even
in the original version.
Undersized
Format. For similar
reasons,
if the type size of the
original is too small, we may have
to enlarge it. This can only be done
if the column width is appropriate.
Poor Pn”nt Quality. Some printers
do not exercise proper quality control. For example, if the printer has
applied too much ink, it smears. If
too little, then the letters may not
be legible. Poor camera work can
aIso result in a bad offset negative.
Or smearing
may occur
in the
bindery, especially if the pages have
not been properly
dried. Smears
may also occur through mishandling in the post office.
Use of Color. When a journal
prints the contents page in black on
dark-colored
(red,
orange,
etc.)
paper or tinted background,
the
camera
work
becomes
difficult.
Since we photograph
several pages
at a time, it is not practical to use
color filters. Text printed on pastelcolored paper may also require additional
time and labor since we
now microfilm
each page by a
technique.
special
photographic
And the use of non-black
inks for
the text itself may present special
problems even though the paper is
white.
Obviously,
this
depends
upon the spectral response
of the
film we are using.
Omission of Important Information. Some journals
actually omit
from their contents
pages
such
essential elements as the names of
authors or the titles of some of the
substantive
items which appear in

specialized

delays

can

oc-

cur. We need time not only for the
translation
but also to photocompose the contents page.
Oversized
Formats.
Since
the
basic printing process involved is
we must
photo“photo-of fset,”
graph each contents
page. If the
page’s column width is too wide in
relation
to the type size, then
photoreduction
produces
a final
type size that is too small to be legible in CC. I cannot understand
why
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Figure

Journals in which improvements
to tables of contents
eliminated need for decomposition prior to publication
Corrtersis.
Information
is presented in the following

1.

name

of journal

(in boldface

type);

changes

made;

in 1977-78
in Current
sequence:

name

of pub-

lisher [in italics).
Butletfss-Asnmfean
Assocfatims of Petroleum
Geologists: Changed color.
American Association
of
Petroleum Geologists

AAPG

Botasdafss
Notfssw:
Liberia eromedel

Changed

Bssfktiss dEcshgfe:

Providing

English contents
Masson

Acrsstka:

Added

English
S.

Bssffetfn de t’Acs=&rsie
V&%irdre
de Frarsce: Added
English

page.

Verlag

contents

American

page.

Editeur

separate

contents

Hirzel

color.

Psycbologbt

page,

A cade$mie

:

V$t$n”naire

de France

Changed format.
A men”can
Association

Btst!etfss of the Brttfsks
Psycfsologkal
Society:

Psychological

Changed

color,

Angewmsdte

Bn”tish Psychological

hs[orsssatfk:

Society

Changed format.
Fn’edrich

Cltssfcal Cbemsfstry:

Vie weg & Son

American
Chemists

Assmsles de l’As&tbesiologfe
Fmsrcabe:
for

Enlarged

English

Lype

contents

A ssociatiorr
des
A nesth;siologistes

size

Corstrffssstionra to Mhesnlogy
●nd
Petmfogy:
Changed color.
Spn”nger Verlag

page.

Fmncais

Answds of otolo~,
Rhhsolw
●td
J.myrsgology:
Changed format.
Annals Publishing
Co.

Archfves

Fmsrcatses de P&fktrfe:

Providing

Doin

English

contents

Dffferesstfetloss:
Changed
Springer
Ver[ag
Drug Therapy:
Biomedical

color.

Changed format.
Information Corp.

page.

European Jourzsaf of Cmdfology:
Changed format.

Editeurs

fir Elektrotectsssfk:
English contents page.

Arefsfv

Spn”nger

Changed format.
of Clinical

Association

Added

Else vier/North
Holland
Biomedical
Press

Verlog

Providing advance
proof in English.

Hers KreMmsf:
ArcJsfv fur Gefliigelkursde:

English contents
Verlag

Arizona

Eugen

to contents

page.

Added

authors

page.

Medical

Verlag

Gerhard

Witzstrock

GmbH

U[mer

Medfctsse:

Arizona

Added

JsssJfassJourzsef of Chesf DJseases
& AJJtesJ ScJesacea: Improved

print quality.
Association

Berkfste der Bunsen
Geseffscfsraft fiir Physfknffaefse
C!semfe: Changed format.
Verlag Chemie International

J@sre 1 (continued). Journals that improved their contents pages in 1977-78.
bmere Medfafss: Providing advance
proof in Engtish.
Verlag

Gerhard

Witzstrock

GmbH

I~tersratlmusl Joswrml of Cfiofcal
pbarmeccdqy
and Bio@tsrmecY:
Changed format.
Urban
Jomml

& Sch warzenberg

for

Werks(offe

Phytopssthology:
Providing
specially
formatted
conlents
page.
Amen”can
Phylopatholrsgical
Society

Korrosion:

und

Added

English

contents

Verlag

Chemte

International

Worid OU: Added
Photosynthetic:
Eliminated
addresses on contents page,
Publishing
House of the
Czech O.S1Ovak Academy
(I!
Sciences

to contents

Postgraduate
McGra

format.

Zeitscbrih
fur Gerontoiogie:
Added English contents
Dr Dietrich .!iteink opff

Medfchse:

Changed

Co.

Zei(schrift fiir
Ersstibrungs wtsssnssctraft:
Providing English contents page.
Dr. D{etr,ch Steinkopff
Verlag

Plastics and Rubber
Irtterssatiorsal: Changed
Plastics Instilu [e

authors

page.

Publishing

Gulf

page,

page.
Verlag

format.

w-Hill

Zei(schrift
Added

Quarterly
Journal 01
Mathematics:
Changed
color.
Oxford University Press
Revista Brasifefra de
Medichsa: Changed
[.’ditom

Medi,u

Dr.

Dei(rtch

contents

Sfeinkopff

page,

Verlag

Zeitschrfft fir Natrsrforschung
Part A—PhysLk, Physikaitsclse
Cbemie, Kosmophystk:
Enlarged type size.
Verlag der Zeitschnft
fir

format.

Bra.,ileira,

fiir Karrffoiogie:
English

Ltd.

Nawr/orschun#
Socfai Behavior and
Personality:
Improved
print quality.
Society for Per.wsnality

St&ke:

Added

contents

Verlag

Zeftschrift fiir Naturfomchung
Part C—Biosciences:
Enlarged
type size.
Verlag der Zeitschrr/t
fiir
Natuflorschung

Research

English
page.

Chemie

Zeitachrtft fur Pffanzenkrankheiten
srssd Pf!mrzenscfnrtz:
Added

[international

English

Stroke: Changed format.
A men”can Heart Association

Texas Agricrsiturai
Added

authors

to contents

page,

Ulmer

Zeitschrift fiir Rfzeumatoiogie:
Added separate English
contents page.
Llr IJetrtch
Stein kopff Verlag

Progress:

Texas Agricultuml

contents

Verlag Eugen

page.

Experiment

Slatton
Tbrombosk
Changed

format.

Pergamon
Whsse

Zeitschrfft fir Sozizdpsychofogie:
Providing advance proof
in English,
Verlag Hans Huber

Researefs:
Press

Zuchthygiase:
Added
ccnrtentspage,
Verlag Paul Parey

und Stoffuberfragss~

Added

Springer

Engiish

contents

page.

Verlag
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English

the issue. We must add this information if their contents pages are to
be complete both for scanning and
reference
purposes.
The titles of
letters to the editor are also frequently omitted.
It is ironic to me
that library and information
science
journals are the worst offenders.
We constantly
urge publishers to
adopt formats that facilitate rapid
scanning.
I have often asked that
the title be given priority over the
author because the average reader
is not familiar
with the authors’
names. Often, the first author is an
unknown
junior collaborator,
especially when the senior author is
well-known.
The best solution
in
my opinion is to clearly separate
these two elements of information.
This can be done by using a two column
format
or by contrasting
typefaces.

print them in Current
Contents
without
recomposing
them.
The
names of 67 journals
appear
in
Figure 1, together with the names
of
their
publishers
and
brief
descriptions
of the changes which
were made. A few of these journals
may not have made their alterations
at our request,
but whatever their
motive I applaud them. Not included in the list are many journals that
made changes in policies regarding
the treatment
and placement
of
author addresses
or the treatment
of cited references. d
If you are affiliated with any of
the journals listed—through
editorial boards,
membership
in the
society,
sponsoring
etc.—you
should be pleased that the journal’s
management
is showing concern for
better
international
communication. A note of acknowledgement
would be a good way to indicate
your
support
for this kind
of
responsible
leadership.
On
the
other hand, many journals still have
a long way to go and any help you
can render will be appreciated
not
only by us but by every reader who
benefits from the improvements.

Each year we send hundreds
of
letters to publishers and editors requesting
modifications.
It is very
gratifying to me that these efforts
have had some concrete
results.
During the past year or so, many
journals
improved
their contents
pages in a way that enabled us to
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